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Description
Please see the attached screenshot describing the error. It looks like a Javascript error.
Ideas or suggestions to solve this are welcome...
History
#1 - 09/25/2013 09:03 AM - Koen Deforche
- Status changed from New to Feedback
Hey,
Can you capture the last 'POST' request response body (using a tool like Firebug or Web Inspector) before you get this error?
Is this a regression from 3.3.0 ?
regards,
koen
#2 - 09/25/2013 11:00 AM - Momo LALMI
- File wt_post_errors.pcap added
Hi Koen,
I have attached a capture file (.pcap format) that contains POST requests. The last POST request fails.
I think this is a regression from 3.3.0.
is Wt 3.3.1 still compatible with MSVC 2008 (even if it does not support C++11 ?
Thank you in advance for your help,
Best regards,
#3 - 09/25/2013 11:30 AM - Wim Dumon
There are no known specific problems with MSVC 2008. Wt itself does not require C++11 to compile, and the examples that use it are skipped on
older compilers.
BR,
Wim.
#4 - 09/25/2013 01:54 PM - Koen Deforche
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
Hey,
Thanks for the capture. This is a glitch that slipped into git (only about a week ago?). A fix is on its way!
koen
#5 - 09/25/2013 10:54 PM - Momo LALMI
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Thank you Wim for your answer about c++11 and Koen for solving the issue.
This may also fix the strange behaviour of WTreeView with Firefox (always scroll to top).
Best regards
#6 - 09/26/2013 09:23 PM - Momo LALMI
Please post the modifications on git once done :)
#7 - 10/01/2013 09:36 AM - Koen Deforche
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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